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01 CEO’s message

You have always uplifted everyone with your kind-hearted nature.  
We are all indebted to you for the fine example you have set,  

and we wish you all the very best in the years to come. Though  
you won’t be here, the Institute will always be your home.

Farewell: Baldwin Masethla – the rock of the Institute 

When I sat down to write the CEO’s message, I was thinking about what 
I should write about. It slowly dawned on me that there was nothing 
more important that I could write about than Baldwin Masethla. Baldwin 
retires from the Institute in December 2020 after a long innings of  
50 years. Baldwin has been here just five years short of half of the 
Institute’s 110 years. Baldwin’s DNA is wired into the Institute. He has 
served under numerous presidents and CEOs. 

This was Baldwin’s first job when he was a young 19 year old. I have 
never heard Baldwin say “no” to any request. He was always willing. 
Thousands of members and students have been through Baldwin’s 
hands. I sat down with Baldwin and asked him to share some of his 
memories over the past 50 years. This is Baldwin’s story…

1970s
Baldwin started as a messenger on 1 February 1971. Six years later he 
became both messenger and printer. Sometimes Boardroom was printed 
at Goldfields Press. At other times it was printed at the Institute. The 
Institute had a Gestetner printing machine. Notices were posted to 

members and students. At any one time, there would be 20 000 
envelopes in stock. Baldwin would take the envelopes to the post office 
and paid 1 cent per envelope for posting. Baldwin worked under his 
supervisor George Mogale. 

When Baldwin applied for his ID book back in the 1970s it was known as 
a reference or pass book, which was signed every month by the CEO or 
line manager of the Institute. If the book was not signed, and you were 
stopped by the police, you could be arrested. Baldwin’s birth certificate 
reflected four names – Baldwin, Pule, Meshack, and Modikue. However, 
at that time, Home Affairs told Baldwin that he could not have four 
names and that he was only permitted to have one name. He was told: 
“Ek gaan nie die ander ‘kak’ skryf nie. Baldwin is jou naam van nou af.”  
(I am not going to write the other rubbish. Baldwin is your name from 
now on). Home Affairs also told Baldwin that he was not entitled to be 
living in Johannesburg, and that they would deport him to Bophutatswana. 
The secretary of the Institute, Nick Venter, who was Afrikaans speaking, 
went with Baldwin to Home Affairs and within 15 minutes, Baldwin was 
granted permission to remain in Johannesburg.
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Farewell: Baldwin Masethla – the rock of the Institute
CEO’s message (continued)

1980s and 1990s
When Mogale, Baldwin’s supervisor went on pension after 15 years, 
Baldwin was promoted to supervisor of despatch. This was when Alan 
Barrable became CEO in 1986. Barrable used to lend Baldwin his black 
Mercedes Benz to fetch directors for Council meetings from the airport 
and take them back again. The president and CEO of Zimbabwe would 
also attend the Council meetings. However, Baldwin also played the role 
of barman after Council meetings. According to Baldwin, the after 
meeting sessions often went late into the night. 

Baldwin was responsible for printing exam question papers. In those 
days they were printed in both English and Afrikaans. Baldwin would fly 
to Durban during exams and visit the office, which was manned by 
Jacqui Baumgardt. He would also visit the exam centres in Durban and 
Pietermaritzburg. Sometimes there would be 700 students in the Durban 
exam hall. 

The Institute used the City Hall for Johannesburg exams. There were 
different halls for different subjects – The Duncan hall and Selborne 
hall. There would be 1000 students writing at the City Hall. Baldwin 

would bring the papers every morning and collect them again after the 
session. He would hire a kombi for delivering and collecting exam 
papers and scripts.

One year, a number of Lesotho students had the same answers copied 
off a blackboard. As a result, Baldwin had to go and invigilate exams 
there for the next three years. Round about 1986/7, during the uprising 
in the country, it was not safe to come to work. Baldwin had to sleep in 
the Springbok Hotel in Von Brandis Street during the exam period. 

There is one incident that stands out in Baldwin’s memory. There were 
quite a few ladies who were employed as typists. When purses started 
to go missing, the ladies blamed the men – “Guys please stop stealing. 
If you need to lend money, just ask us”. Every month one or two purses 
would go missing. One day, one of the lady typists left. When the new 
lady arrived, she wanted to rearrange the furniture in her office. As they 
moved a huge cabinet, they found a number of empty purses behind 
the cabinet. 

0ne of Baldwin’s tasks was to take money to the Nedbank branch on the 
corner of Rissik and De Villiers streets. He would sometimes carry as 

Baldwin Masethla  
Customer Services Manager 

When the Companies Act was promulgated in 1973, Baldwin printed hundreds of copies of the Act. 
Seminars were held in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban. Sometimes there were so many people, they 
had to rerun the seminar the next week. 

In the late 1970s, when David Price was CEO, John Phillip, the CEO of the global Institute came for a 
visit. A big meeting was held at the City Hall. The finance minister, Mr Nicolaas Diederichs was invited 
to speak. One of the problems was that the international guests were staying at the famous Presidents 
hotel. The global Institute’s president at the time was married to an Indian woman. The Presidents Hotel 
did not want to allow her to stay over due to the Apartheid situation. After much argument they eventually 
let her stay. John Phillip, spoke at a cocktail party to the Institute staff and indicated that he was not 
happy about Apartheid and that in London people of all colours were treated with dignity. 
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Farewell: Baldwin Masethla – the rock of the Institute

much as R70 000 in a bag. John would always accompany Baldwin to the 
bank. One day, Baldwin was on leave and John didn’t drive to the Rissik 
street branch but instead walked to the Nedbank branch in Senate 
House at Wits, which was closer. He got robbed of R30 000 on the way. 

The Institute ran pre-exam seminars on a Sunday at Wits University in six 
different classrooms. Students came from all over. They would arrive in 
kombis from Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland. People paid in cash and 
with cheques. Baldwin would take all of this money to the bank on the 
Monday morning. 

2000s
When Chris de Villiers arrived in 2002, he appointed Baldwin as Logistics 
Manager. Baldwin remembers Chris was a true gentleman. Baldwin also 
remembers working under Corrie Potgieter and Anneli du Randt who 
were registrars for many years. 

2010s
When I arrived at the Institute some years back, I always found Baldwin 
to be a great support. He often stayed until the end of an event and 
helped me to lock up. Baldwin was a calming influence on the rest of the 
staff. Everyone called him malume (uncle). He was never loud but always 
spoke with wisdom and clarity. Baldwin had no qualifications but his life 
experience spoke volumes. 

One of the hardest moments for Baldwin, was in 2015 when he attended 
court on behalf of the Institute. A former employee had been arrested for 
stealing money from the Institute. She had spent a few nights at Hillbrow 
Police Station and was moved to Diepkloof prison also known as “Sun 
City”. Baldwin found it very difficult seeing his former colleague in 
court. 

When I broke my leg in a cycling accident some years ago, Baldwin 
came to fetch me in the morning and took me home again in the 
afternoon. On these trips I got to know Baldwin very well as we discussed 
many personal things. 

Conclusion
Baldwin has four children – Henry, Walter, Karabo and Papi. Now that he 
is retired, he will have more time to spend with his children and 
grandchildren. 

Baldwin – you have served the Institute well. You are indeed the rock of 
the Institute. I am sure I speak on behalf of all staff, members and 
students, past and present, when I say that you have been a beacon of 
light at the Institute. You have always uplifted everyone with your kind-
hearted nature. We are all indebted to you for the fine example you have 
set, and we wish you all the very best in the years to come. Though you 
won’t be here, the Institute will always be your home.

CEO’s message (continued)
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Size Dimensions 1 Advert 2 to 3 Adverts
(Per Advert)

4 Adverts
(Per Advert)

Full Page 185 mm (w) × 185 mm (h) R7 200 R6 800 R6 500

1/2 Page 185 mm (w) × 89 mm (h) R3 750 R3 550 R3 350

1/3 Page 185 mm (w) × 57 mm (h) R2 500 R2 300 R2 100

Banner 185 mm (w) × 35 mm (h) R1 250 R1 050 R850

Deadlines Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4

Publication deadline 31 March 2021 30 June 2021 30 September 2021 3 December 2021

Booking deadline 10 March 2021 11 June 2021 10 September 2021 12 November 2021

Material deadline 26 March 2021 22 June 2021 22 September 2021 26 November 2021

All rates include VAT and exclude production charges.

CGISA reserves the right to withhold any advertisement from publication and to cancel any advertisement order that has been accepted. CGISA 
reserves the right to edit, revise or to reject – even after acceptance for publication – any advertisement deemed to be untruthful or objectionable 
in subject matter or wording, discriminatory, offensive, or unsuitable for any other reason, whether space for the advertisement has been booked in 
advance or not.

Advert Size

Deadlines

Formerly Chartered Secretaries Southern Africa

e-zine advertising rates
2020

Circulation of 11 000
For more information email marketing@chartsec.co.za or call +27 11 551 4000
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02 Events and updates
CGISA Webinars

The health and well-being of our students, members, event and course attendees, and employees is a key priority for the CGISA. We continue to 
monitor the evolving Coronavirus (COVID-19) landscape closely. Until we can host face-to-face seminars once again, CGISA is only offering 
webinar events. These have proven to be very successful with a wide array of presenters and topics. Anyone can attend our webinars which are 
offered at very economical rates. We also offer free webinars from time to time so do look out for these too. 

To view the list of webinars held in 2020 click here.

You can obtain a copy of these recordings if you have not yet logged your CPD hours. Click here.

October exam results

The October exam session results are released on 11 December 2020. We wish our students luck and hope that you will have reason to celebrate on 
this auspicious day.

Registration 2021

Registration for the CGISA qualification opens on 6 January 2021. Email students@chartsec.co.za for enquiries.

WEBINAR

Lockdown? 
No problem.
There’s no reason to miss 
the next CGISA webinar.
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Can’t leave your house? No problem.
There’s no reason to miss the next CGISA webinar.

You can be part of a CGISA webinar from the comfort of your home. All you need to benefit 
from a CGISA webinar is a computer or tablet, a reliable internet connection and an insatiable 
curiosity for good governance developments. Be safe. Be informed. Visit www.chartsec.co.za

WEBINARS 2020/2021 Hours

10 December 2020 Trustees – duties and responsibilities Lerato Matlosa 09:00 - 11:00 2 hours

26 January 2021 PoPI: the role of the information officer Neil Kirby 09:00 – 10:30 1.5 hours

28 January 2021 Tax consequences of emigration and changes in residency Carmen Westermeyer 09:00 – 11:00 2 hours

2 February 2021 Non-executive directors: Your A-Z guide Lindelwa Mngomezulu 09:00 – 11:00 2 hours

3 February 2021 Drafting the terms of reference for the social and ethics committee Cathy Lewis 09:00 – 10:30 1.5 hours

9 February 2021 Holding companies and subsidiaries: The law and governance Yaniv Kleitman 09:00 – 11:00 2 hours

10 February 2020 The MoI: a guide to drafting and interpreting Christina Pretorius 09:00 – 11:00 2 hours

11 February 2020 The impact of POPIA on contracts in your business, and practical 
steps to take to ensure compliance

Rakhee Dullabh 09:00 – 10:30 1.5 hours

16 February 2020 Proposed amendments to the Companies Act Richard de la Harpe 09:00 – 11:00 2 hours

Formerly Chartered Secretaries Southern Africa
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Tel: +27 (11) 467 9233/8998 | sarah@thelime.co.za | www.thelimeenvelope.co.za

Public Relations
Exhibition and Event PR
Media Planning
Promotions
Events
Social Media

Be heard, be seen – talk to us 
now about your PR action plan!
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The CGISA/JSE Ltd  
Virtual Integrated  

Reporting Awards 2020

The Virtual Integrated Reporting Awards was held on 25 November 2020. Companies submitted  
their reports ahead of the closing date.  The event lived up to the promise of being an exciting first of  

its kind event for the Institute. The Institute hopes that the event will make an impact on integrated  
reporting in Southern Africa. Colin Coleman, senior Fellow and Lecturer at Yale University and former  
MD of Goldman Sachs, Sub-Saharan Africa was the keynote speaker at the event. The audience was  
also addressed by guest speakers; Jayne Mammatt, Partner/Director of PwC and Karen Robinson,  

President of CGISA. The programme also included well-known comedian, David Kau. 

Click here to see the winners and judges report. You can still register and view the CGISA/JSE 
Integrated Reporting Awards 2020 if you missed it

PLATINUM
SPONSORS

GOLD
SPONSORS

SILVER
SPONSORS
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Imagine how good governance  
can change our future. 

CGISA is building leaders in corporate governance.

Contact us for more information we’d like to hear from you.

Together we can make our country a shining beacon of good governance.

Formerly Chartered Secretaries Southern Africa

Tel: +27 11 551 4000 | Email: students@chartsec.co.za | www.chartsec.co.za
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Pat Mahony  
FCG, Past President, CGISA 

03 Thought leadership
He who pays the piper calls the tune

Corporate governance codes have sought to make recommendations for 
transparency, accountability and responsibility. Fair enough, but these 
codes are aspirational and rely on people to want to do the right thing 
and conduct their activities responsibly. To an extent peer pressure adds 
some impetus to a change in behaviour because of not wanting to be 
seen in the same company as exposed crooks. But the question remains: 
If scandals keep happening, will they ever stop?

In my opinion, the answer is no. At the heart of it all are people. Human 
nature does not change any more than the diversity in humans will not 
change. There will be people who are tall, thin, young, old, athletic, 
studious, doers, thinkers. It follows that some will be ethical and 
considerate, others not.

All of this is said to set the scene for a governance issue that we need to 
examine critically. I am referring to the question of being audited. As we 
know, we have a situation in South Africa that divides being audited into 
three categories: The first, and most obvious as stated in section 84 of 
the Companies Act, is when it is compulsory as in the case of public 

companies or state-owned companies. Secondly, a private company, 
personal liability company or a non-profit company where there is a 
requirement to be audited, which is normal set out in its memorandum of 
incorporation.

The third category is when the memorandum of incorporation states that 
there is no need to appoint auditors. This is most commonly found in 
small, “one-man” companies where in simple terms it can be argued 
that there is no point in auditing yourself if no one else is affected.

I am ignoring the situation where a one-man company might seek credit 
facilities from a bank, and the bank wants to receive the comfort of 
audited financial statements to monitor their exposure to risk against the 
performance of that company.

In terms of section 90 of the Companies Act the appointment of an 
auditor takes place at the AGM. This implies that the shareholders must 
pass an ordinary resolution. Sometimes, if the retiring auditor is eligible 
for reappointment, section 90(6) states that the reappointment is 
automatic, without the need to pass a resolution.

That expression goes back a very long time, in fact the earliest recorded use dates to the 17th century and 
is linked, perhaps fancifully, to the story of the Pied Piper of Hamelin. It has been used through the ages, 
but is it of any significance in the modern world of corporate governance?

It serves no purpose to recount all the corporate scandals of recent years. They are well known and 
nauseatingly familiar. They keep coming up, in a litany of disguises, sometimes perpetrated by individuals, 
companies, local authorities and even governments. At their very root, the scandals are based on the 
greed for money and the futile belief that the scams will remain hidden for all time to come.
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So, to pause for a moment: Who will be paying the piper? Obviously, it 
is the company by virtue of its shareholders having entered into a 
“contract” with the auditors. I have put “contract” in quotation marks 
because there are some intermediate considerations and practical 
difficulties. To mention one, the resolution at the AGM or automatic 
reappointment of auditors lacks in certainty; no audit fee is contained or 
even known.

Let us then move onto what happens in practice.

Section 94(7) of the Companies Act places obligations on the Audit 
Committee to carry out various duties regarding the appointment of the 
auditors. Earlier in section 90 it reaffirms the need to have an Audit 
Committee for those companies that are required to be audited. But it is 
interesting to note a few key provisions:
–  The person nominated as the independent auditor is nominated by 

the Audit Committee
–  The Audit Committee as part of their duties must determine the fees 

paid to the auditor and determine any other terms of their appointment
–  The members of the Audit Committee must be directors of the 

company and may be appointed by the incorporators or subsequently 
by the board itself

Now this is where the questions start popping up all over the place.

Firstly, it is only the incorporators (let us refer to them as the first 
shareholders) who have the right in square one to appoint the Audit 
Committee. That said, can the subsequent shareholders make 
appointments of the subsequent Audit Committee members? It appears 
not, and that appointments are at the prerogative of the board who must 
make the appointment from one of their own number.

The Audit Committee can nominate the auditors; they are not given the 
authority to make the appointment. As part of making this nomination 
the Audit Committee will “determine the fees to be paid and terms of 
engagement”. This means the scope of work for the ensuing year, if 
there will be an interim audit, special investigation of incidents and so 
on. I doubt very much that any auditor will commit to a fee before the 
extent of the work to be performed is known.

But coming back to the nomination of the auditors, to whom is the 
nomination made? Is it the board or the shareholders? Or is it made by 
the audit committee to the board and the board in turn makes it to the 
shareholders? And then the shareholders make the appointment.

Having said this, if the shareholders are to pass a resolution it begs the 
question: Must they always say yes, we agree, or does the resolution 
allow – as is normal – for shareholders to disagree? If they disagree, 
then what happens? Section 90(7) states that if no auditor is appointed 
by the shareholders at the general meeting (it does not insist that it can 
only happen at an AGM) then the directors must fill the vacancy within a 
specified time.

This brings me back to an interesting point. The directors effectively 
control who gets nominated as the auditor and what work must be done 
and how much to pay the auditor. If the shareholders do not agree, then 
the directors proceed to do what must be done to appoint auditors.

So, who is paying the piper and what tune is to be played?

The auditing profession has been in the forefront of some corporate 
scandals, and indeed there have been some allegations made of their 
failure to detect or stop certain activities. Some audit firms have 
refunded some or perhaps all the revenue earned on their work. Some 
firms have fallen by the wayside.

Is there a case to be made to give this matter some serious thought? 

03 Thought leadership (continued)
He who pays the piper calls the tune
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From the Technical 
Adviser’s Desk04

Sabrina Paxton 
CGISA Technical Adviser 

Where board members lack independence, there is the  
risk that decisions taken would have been done so without  

robust debate and proper consideration, and this can lead to  
damages being suffered by the company in the long-term.

Two independent minds are better than one

We are all familiar with the saying “two minds are better than one”. In 
the corporate governance landscape though, it is vital that these minds 
are independent. Independence of thought is one of the key factors in 
ensuring that the board operates objectively, without fear or favour. The 
company secretary needs to ensure that he or she remains independent 
and in that way will be the trusted adviser to the board. Maintaining 
independence takes courage and confidence in one’s abilities and 
opinions. Where board members lack independence, there is the risk 
that decisions taken would have been done so without robust debate 
and proper consideration, and this can lead to damages being suffered 
by the company in the long-term.

Principle 7 of King IV™ states that the governing body should comprise 
the appropriate balance of knowledge, skills, experience, diversity and 
independence for it to discharge its governance role and responsibilities 
objectively and effectively. Where board members form alliances, 
independence is compromised and the ability to act in the best interests 
of the company is diminished. One of the ways to ensure independence 
is the declaration of conflicts of interest, and the proper management of 

these declarations thereafter. Board evaluations may also assist in 

assessing whether the board is functioning effectively and independently. 

Where independence on the board is lacking, transparent and balanced 

reporting, disclosing both positives and negatives, is questionable. 

Peer pressure cannot transcend into the boardroom, and the company 

secretary needs to keep an eye on whether independence is truly 

present on the board, failing which compliance with good governance 

standards is eroded. There is the risk that board members who have 

served together on a company’s board for a number of years, establish a 

solid relationship that extends beyond the boardroom, which may 

impact independence of thought, though this is not always the case. It 

is important that companies adopt a maximum term that directors may 

serve on the board, and that the recruiting of new directors is done in an 

efficient, thorough and objective manner. Where board members are 

recruited on a subjective basis and with the intention of promoting 

existing trains of thought, independence would have already been 

compromised.
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Two independent minds are better than one
04 From the Technical 

Adviser’s Desk (continued)
The chairperson plays a vital role in ensuring that independence of thought is promoted and maintained on the board. All stakeholders of the 
company rely on the board to function with the necessary skill, knowledge and independence of thought, and to report back to stakeholders in a 
transparent and meaningful manner. Functioning in the best interests of the company can only be done through compliance with the law, following 
good corporate governance standards and embracing diverse opinions. Through debate, matters are dealt with effectively and decisions to be taken 
are not simply rubber stamped. Two independent minds are better than one, and an independent board is a stepping stone to long-term success.

New name.
Still the same internationally  
recognised qualifications

Formerly Chartered Secretaries Southern Africa
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Our trusted technology solutions, consulting resources, expert insights, and award-winning service 

can help you drive excellence and advance your organization’s governance practices.

Drive Excellence
With Nasdaq Governance Solutions

Board Portal 

Technology

Nasdaq 

Boardvantage®

Board  

Engagement Experts

Board & CEO  

Evaluations

ESG Reporting & 

Data Management

Nasdaq

OneReport

CorporateSolutions@nasdaq.com

@NasdaqCorpGov

Nasdaq Governance Solutions

www.nasdaq.com

Contact Nasdaq Governance Solutions to learn more.
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Meet our members05

Tinty Mpye  
FCG, Founder: Tinmon 
Financial Services

As a practitioner offering services in the SMME sector,  
one of the most gratifying elements of my day-to-day  

activities is to see small businesses grow due to my advice  
on proper governance and statutory regulations compliance.

Pathway to studying CGISA
I started my tertiary education at the University of Fort Hare where I 
enrolled for a BCom degree. This was at the height of student protest 
politics in the 1980s and my studies were unfortunately cut short when 
my bursar withdrew their support as a result of the turmoil that prevailed 
at the time. I then proceeded with my studies at Unisa whilst working in 
the banking industry. 

CGISA qualification
I had always aspired to be an entrepreneur and when I was introduced 
to CGISA, I converted my BCom credits that I had acquired towards the 
CGISA qualification. This was the best move of my career development 
as the CGISA qualification gave me more scope in terms of versatility.

The CGISA qualification offers an advantage to enter unique senior 
positions in the corporate world globally.

As an entrepreneur, the qualification offers practical and strong theory-
based knowledge in order to practice in diverse business areas from 
finance and taxation through to governance consultancy. Although 
theory based, the qualification offers multi-faceted career options.

The importance of a qualification such as CGISA is more and more 

critical for business survival.

Career and work
I worked in the banking industry, my responsibilities ranging from retail 

front line management to Exchange Control and Foreign Exchange 

management. Upon qualifying with my CGISA diploma in 2003, I took 

the bold step of establishing my private practice. I own and manage an 

accounting services company that specialises in accounting, tax and 

payroll services. Some of my clients include the Small Business Institute 

of SA and a number of established SMMEs.

I also act as an independent trustee on several trusts, where I am 

charged with overseeing compliance and financial management of 

these trusts.

As a member of the Professional Practice Group (PPG), I serve on the 

PPG committee as deputy chairperson. Being a member of this 

committee has given me the opportunity to represent the CGISA at 

several forums including the SARS National Stakeholder Forum.
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05 Meet our members (continued)
As a practitioner offering services in the SMME sector, one of the most 
gratifying elements of my day-to-day activities is to see small businesses 
grow due to my advice on proper governance and statutory regulations 
compliance. This however sometimes serves as a challenge due to the 
informal approach to business in the sector.

Views on the role of the chartered secretary or governance 
professional in today’s workplace
Since the global financial market crisis of 2008, the significance of 
proper corporate governance became apparent as this was directly 
linked to the lack of such governance and compliance as evidenced by 
the collapse of large multi-national companies such as Enron. Corporate 
governance is at the root of many company problems these days. The 
collapse of share prices of once successful companies such as Steinhoff 

points to lack of proper governance. Finally, lack of proper governance 
has resulted in the collapse or near collapse of some of South African 
State-owned Entities. 

Inspirational anecdotes
Collaboration among members and students alike can be achieved 
through a spirit of volunteerism by serving on bodies and organisations 
made possible by CGISA. These networking opportunities go a long way 
in fostering deeper professional knowledge and business opportunities 
for entrepreneurs.

Leisure time
I enjoy working in the garden in my spare time and reading professional 
publications and papers. My other passion is travelling to different parts 
of the world.

Strive to achieve

Further
your studies

Formerly Chartered Secretaries Southern Africa

Tel: +27 11 551 4000 | Email: students@chartsec.co.za | www.chartsec.co.za
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Khathutshelo Nethavhani 
Associate – MBA 
Incorporated

I have been part of the legal teams in various high-profile  
court cases which enjoyed wide media coverage. Currently I am  
part of the legal team for Eskom and SIU in the court case aimed  
at recovering about R3.8 billion from some of the Eskom former 
executives and others, including Members of the Gupta family.

Students in the Spotlight06

Pathway to studying CGISA
Having spent several years as a Corporate Manager in the Public Sector, 
I joined Seanego Attorneys in July 2017 as a Candidate Attorney. During 
this period, I gained experience in various fields of law, mainly in 
Corporate and Commercial Law. In January 2018, I ceded my articles to 
Gildenhuys Malatji Attorneys where I gained experience in Public Law 
and Commercial Litigation. 

In June 2019, I joined Malatji & Co Attorneys as an Associate in the 
Public Law and Commercial Litigation Department, where I gained 
experience mainly in Pension Law and judicial reviews. I later moved to 
the Employment Law Department where I worked on investigations of 
alleged misconduct and workplace discipline Courts. Currently, I am a 
practicing attorney at Motsoeneng Bill Attorneys (MBA). 

I have been part of the legal teams in various high-profile court cases 
which enjoyed wide media coverage. Currently I am part of the legal 
team for Eskom and SIU in the court case aimed at recovering about 
R3,8 billion from some of the Eskom former executives and others, 
including members of the Gupta family. I am part of the legal team that 

worked on the review of the Public Protector’s reports by Minister Pravin 
Gordhan. 

On the academic front, I am in possession of the following qualifications: 
National Diploma – Administrative Management – General, LLB, LLM 
Corporate Law and LLM Banking Law. I am currently awaiting the CGISA 
board results for the final subject that was outstanding. 

CGISA qualification
Corporate governance is my first love and CGISA is unparalleled as the 
factory of corporate governance practitioners in Southern Africa. 

 The beauty of this qualification is that it does not only equip you with 
the knowledge of governance, the credibility of the CGISA, particularly 
among employers, makes the qualification very important. 

Career and work
I am an attorney dealing mainly with Employment Law, Banking Law, 
Credit Law, Corporate and Commercial Law, Public Law and Commercial 
Litigation and providing company secretarial services to corporate 
clients.
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Students in the  
spotlight (continued)06

My job entails conducting extensive research on legal matters and appearing at the CCMA, various Bargaining Councils and various Courts. 

Having to study various sources and provide legal opinions, sometimes feels like being paid for my hobby. The challenge that comes with it is 
working long hours away from family and friends. 

Views on the role of the chartered secretary or governance professional in today’s workplace
I believe they are the nerve centre of a corporate entity. 

Inspirational anecdotes 
It is time for governance professionals to rise, for the sake of the country. 

Leisure time
I enjoy reading, mainly about current affairs. 
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Johann Piek 
Corporate Financier,  
PSG Capital

Company secretaries are now expected to wear many “hats”,  
from attending to routine administrative tasks and acting as the  
link between the company and its shareholders to advising the  
board on applicable legal, governance and regulatory matters.

Students in the  
spotlight (continued)06

Pathway to studying CGISA
After obtaining BCom (Law) and LLB degrees from the University of 
Johannesburg, I completed my articles of clerkship at a boutique 
corporate law firm and was admitted as an attorney. Thereafter, I 
relocated to Cape Town to work for an international legal consultancy 
focusing on regulatory compliance. It was at the consultancy where my 
passion for corporate governance and compliance developed. Since 
then, I have made a deliberate effort to broaden my knowledge of the 
respective fields by obtaining a Post-Graduate Diploma in Compliance 
and enrolling for an LLM in Corporate Law and the CGISA qualification. 

CGISA qualification
Enrolling for the CGISA qualification has undoubtedly been one of the 
best decisions to date. The CGISA curriculum, which is of a very high 
quality, has broadened my views on several aspects of corporate 
governance, many of which I deal with on a daily basis. The CGISA 
qualification is internationally accredited and can help open doors at 
leading organisations across the globe. 

Career and work
I am currently employed by PSG Capital, where I fulfil a corporate 
governance and compliance-related role for the company. I help ensure 
that our clients continue to comply with the JSE Listings Requirements; 
and in particular the continuing obligations. The role is quite broad and 
ranges from drafting and releasing SENS announcements to reviewing 
annual reports and notices of meetings. 

I am able to exercise my passion for corporate governance. I am also 
fortunate to work with a team who shares the same work ethic. My 
greatest challenge is bridging the “grey areas” in our laws, regulations 
and codes. 

Views on the role of the chartered secretary or governance 
professional in today’s workplace
The role of company secretary has evolved in recent years. Company 
secretaries are now expected to wear many “hats”, from attending to 
routine administrative tasks and acting as the link between the company 
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and its shareholders to advising the board on applicable legal, 

governance and regulatory matters. Essentially, the company secretary 

helps set (and manage) the corporate governance “tone” of an 

organisation. Dealing with company secretaries on a daily basis, I can 

see the value they add to their respective organisations. 

Inspirational anecdotes 

“Nothing is ever as good or bad as it seems.” Scott Galloway’s quote 

helps me see things in perspective. It also reminds me to stay in the 

present and not fret the small stuff. 

Leisure time

I am an avid non-fiction reader, especially of books relating to pop 

psychology and shareholder activism. Over weekends you’ll likely find 

me road-running, visiting antique auctions or listening to podcasts. 

Students in the  
spotlight (continued)06

Mentor Donations – PBO NO 930010692
The Mentor Trust has been offering bursaries to our students for 
the past 30 years. Marshall Murton, Past CGI International 
President and Past CGISA President, was actively involved with 
the Trust since its formation 30 years ago. The Trust relies on the 
benevolence of companies and members to assist those 
disadvantaged students that would like to study for our 
qualification but simply cannot afford to do so. 

It is our belief that by giving financial assistance in the form of a 
bursary, we are adding a vital ingredient to a candidate’s academic 
success. Sars has granted us tax exemption status enabling us to 
receive donations and we are able to issue certificates in this 
regard. For enquiries email jenny@chartsec.co.za
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Wishing you a safe,
happy festive season,
and a successful 

2021
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